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A Passion for Pedestals
MTI Baths unveils contemporary space-saving pedestal sinks
(Sugar Hill, GA. July 28, 2017) Space is often at a premium in today’s bathrooms, yet consumer expectations remain high when it comes to
stylish, high-quality fixtures. MTI Baths is pleased to offer the perfect solution in the form of two new pedestal sinks that make a powerful
design statement and feature a smart space-savvy configuration.
Introducing the Petra and Halo pedestal sinks. Both take their inspiration from a minimalist aesthetic and bring a chic sophistication to any
modern bathroom. The Petra is a bold square column with clean angles and accommodation for a deck-mounted faucet, measuring 19" x 16
½" x 36". The Halo is an elegant cylinder with graceful curves that comes in at 18" x 18" x 36" and is compatible with a freestanding or wallmounted faucet.
“The market demands both form and function, especially in smaller bathrooms where there isn’t space to spare,” said Michael Kornowa,
Director of Marketing for MTI Baths. “The Petra and Halo pedestal sinks are stunningly beautiful designs that you would choose to have
in your bathroom simply because they look so extraordinary. And the fact that they are space-friendly is an added benefit allowing great
design flexibility. Both are perfect for a powder room, a guest bath or a luxurious master suite.”
As freestanding pedestal sinks, the footprint of both models is modest, making them a perfect fit where quarters are tight. The actual
basins, however, are generously sized and practical for daily living. As part of MTI’s popular Boutique Collection, both sinks are crafted
from their proprietary SculptureStone™ made of mostly organic materials and hand-finished into a molded stone work of art that is extremely
durable and easy to clean.
For more information about the Petra and Halo pedestal sinks or any MTI product line, visit www.mtibaths.com.
About MTI Baths.
Since 1988, MTI Baths has earned a reputation for award-winning design,
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